II. Primary Grades Uniform Policy
Must be clean, proper and free of wrinkles. Students not dressed appropriately will not be permitted to
participate in school events, including those not meeting the expectations for given “dressdown” days.

REQUIRED UNIFORM ITEMS

PROHIBITED - NO EXCEPTIONS

- ALL: PLAIN button-down short or long-sleeve
dress shirt with white undershirt.
- GIRLS may use a straight or rounded collar.
- OPTIONAL: Plain navy blue, white or red
uniform sweater or vest

- Blouses that have any colors or
decorative accents on white blouses
- Polo shirts of any type
- Long-sleeved shirts under short-sleeved
shirts
- Sweatshirts, pullovers, hoodies, zip-ups

BOTTOMS

- Navy blue uniform dress pants (navy blue
uniform dress shorts for boys are permitted
May through September)
- GIRLS: PLAIN navy blue straight or pleated
dress skirt or jumper (matching navy blue
shorts permitted underneath)

- capri, tight, stretch, cargo or skinny-style
pants (tight at ankle)
- Leggings or footless tights
- Skorts or shorts for girls

TIE

- BOYS: navy-blue uniform tie
- GIRLS: red crossover uniform tie
- 4TH GRADE HONOR ROLL (GPA > 3.5):
stripedRed/Blue/Gold/Silver tie that is issued
at awards ceremony

- Non-Awarded ties (anything other than a
blue uniform tie must be awarded at
quarterly awards ceremony)

SOCKS

- PLAIN white, navy blue, red or black socks.
- GIRLS: PLAIN white, navy blue, red, or black
ankle or knee-high socks or tights

- Colors other than what was indicated as
approved uniform pieces

SHOES

- PLAIN all-black flat dress or tennis shoes
*that cover heel, have all black soles, and
have all black laces and/or a black strap.
- Tennis shoes must be all black, including
soles. Logos or markings that are a
different color but less than the size of a
quarter (any shape), will be permitted.

- Girls heeled or open-back dress shoes
or boots

BELT

- PLAIN solid-black dress belt required for all
boys and optional for girls

- Colors or large decorative belts

EXTRAS

- GIRLS: May wear navy blue, red, white or
black accessories to match the uniform
(patterned or solid), such as headbands and
hair pieces.

- Fake glasses or sunglasses
- unnatural hair colors (red, blue, green,
pink, purple, etc.)
- BOYS: piercings other than studs
(including hoops, spacers, or dangling
earrings) or studs larger than a pencil
eraser. No more than 1 per ear.

TOPS

GIRLS: PROHIBITED ACCESSORIES
- PIERCINGS: more than one piercing is not permitted; no chains, connectors, clip-on/fake earrings;
no hoop earrings larger than a quarter
- JEWELRY: no excessive jewelry, choker necklaces, or wearing lip gloss
- HAIR: No distracting hair accessories; must be less than 3” thick, nothing across forehead or
raised/protruding ;

